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Motivation



Motivation: performance drop

An Introduction to Transfer Learning and Domain  Adaptation

~FailSource Domain Target Domain

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eK-grL_LKJa8WePPWsAL27-4etTHw9CD/view


Motivation: lack of training data

Transfer to 

other 

domains...

Well-trained Models
NEWS ONLY



Cases in NLP? Different Distributions...

Tutorials | IJCAI 2013

http://ijcai13.org/program/tutorials
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Transfer Learning: overview

Inductive TL: 

Multi-task learning: same dataset, different tasks

Transductive TL

Domain adaptation: how different are features?

Unsupervised TL

Can not learn from the source domain.

Pan, Sinno Jialin, and Qiang Yang. "A survey on transfer learning." IEEE Transactions on knowledge and data engineering 22.10 (2010)

https://www.cse.ust.hk/~qyang/Docs/2009/tkde_transfer_learning.pdf


Transfer Learning: overview

Transfer Learning Tutorial (Hung-yi Lee) 2016

Domain Adaptation

Self-taught Learning

Self-taught Clustering

http://speech.ee.ntu.edu.tw/~tlkagk/courses/ML_2016/Lecture/transfer%20(v3).pdf


Multi-task Learning
Share layers, change task-specific layers

Multi-Task Learning for Multiple Language Translation

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P/P15/P15-1166.pdf


Multi-task Learning

Multi-Task Learning for Multiple Language Translation

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P/P15/P15-1166.pdf


Zero-shot learning

Unseen traning samples

-Same distribution:

Share similar features!

-Different tasks

http://speech.ee.ntu.edu.tw/~tlkagk/

In my training dataset: 
Chimp , Dog

In my testing dataset: 
Fish

http://speech.ee.ntu.edu.tw/~tlkagk/


A toy example...

http://speech.ee.ntu.edu.tw/~tlkagk/

http://speech.ee.ntu.edu.tw/~tlkagk/


A toy example...

http://speech.ee.ntu.edu.tw/~tlkagk/

http://speech.ee.ntu.edu.tw/~tlkagk/


Word Embeddings



Task: sentiment classification (pos or neg)

Motivation: reviews or healthcare domain sentiment classifier?

Method: improve the word embeddings

Domain Adapted (DA) embeddings

Feature-based Method -- word embeddings

Domain Adapted Word Embeddings for Improved Sentiment Classification ACL 2018 (short)

I’ve been clean for about 7 
months but even now I still feel 
like maybe I won’t make it….

I feel like I am getting my life 
back...

Samples from A-CHESS dataset: a study involving users with alcohol addiction.

http://aclweb.org/anthology/P18-2007


Generic  (G) embeddings: 

word2vec, GloVe trained from Wikipedia, WWW;

general knowledge

Domain Specific (DS) embeddings:

trained from domain datasets (small-scale);

domain knowledge

Domain Adapted (DA) embeddings: combine them!

Why word embeddings?

Domain Adapted Word Embeddings for Improved Sentiment Classification ACL 2018 (short)

http://aclweb.org/anthology/P18-2007


Domain-Adapted Embeddings:

- Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA)
- Kernel CCA (KCCA, nonlinear version of CCA, using RBF kernel)

Word embeddings to sentence encoding:

i.e. a weighted combination of their constituent word embeddings. 

Use a Logistic Regressor to do classification (pos or neg). 

Why word embeddings?

Domain Adapted Word Embeddings for Improved Sentiment Classification ACL 2018 (short)

http://aclweb.org/anthology/P18-2007


Intuition: Combine two embedding feature space

Domain Specific 
Embedding 

  

 Generic Embedding 

  

Domain Adapted Word Embeddings for Improved Sentiment Classification ACL 2018 (short)

Find out

http://aclweb.org/anthology/P18-2007


Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA): X = (X1, ..., Xn) and Y = (Y1, ..., Ym) of random 
variables, and there are correlations among the variables, then canonical-correlation analysis will find 
linear combinations of X and Y which have maximum correlation with each other. 

Domain-Adapted Embedding:

Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA)

Domain Adapted Word Embeddings for Improved Sentiment Classification ACL 2018 (short)

LSA Embedding * Mapping

GloVe Embedding * Mapping

Final Embedding

http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.cross_decomposition.CCA.html
http://aclweb.org/anthology/P18-2007


Feature-based Method: share word embeddings

Domain Adapted Word Embeddings for Improved Sentiment Classification ACL 2018 (short)

Result on Yelp Dataset

Yelp: 1000 
balanced

Restaurant 
reviews

Tokens: 2049

http://aclweb.org/anthology/P18-2007


Feature-based Method: share word embeddings

Domain Adapted Word Embeddings for Improved Sentiment Classification ACL 2018 (short)

Result on A-CHESS Dataset

A_CHESS: 8% 
unbalanced

Total: 2500 
samples

Tokens:3400

http://aclweb.org/anthology/P18-2007


About this method...

Straightforward: modify the word embeddings;

Easy to implement;

Possible to improve on sentence embeddings as well.

A typical type before powerful embeddings came out.

Small datasets (thousands for training and testing).

Improvements on classification, what about other tasks? 



Pre-BERT (before 2018 Oct.)



CNN Features: pre-train a VGG-19?

Lower level

fetures 

are shared..

http://cs231n.github.io/convolutional-networks/
https://stats.stackexchange.com/questions/146413/why-convolutional-neural-networks-belong-to-deep-learning

http://cs231n.github.io/convolutional-networks/
https://stats.stackexchange.com/questions/146413/why-convolutional-neural-networks-belong-to-deep-learning


2018 ACL: ULMFiT with language model



Introduction
Motivation: Pre-train a VGG-19 in NLP? “Transferring knowledge”

Challanges:

Existing research: train from scratch.

Small datasets & forgetting: overfitting when fine-tunning.

Contribution:

Propose ULMFit model for any task with robustness

3 techniques in fine-tuning: discriminative fine-tuning, slanted triangular 
learning rates, and gradual unfreezing



LM Pre-training

Wikitext-103 dataset

28,595 articles, 103m 

words

Run once.

Predict next word.



LM Fine-tuning(1)

On target task datasets:

diff dist, small ds, quick

Discriminative fine-tuning

for layers



LM Fine-tuning(2)

Slanted triangular learning rates 
(through iterations)

Converged quickly.

linearly increase:

learn fast!

linearly decreases:

prevent overfitting



LM classifier fine-tuning

Gradual unfreezing

"catastrophic forgetting"

unfreeze from the last layer

contains least generalized 

knowledge



Datasets

Classification 

public datasets

Diverse in length, 

number of classes, 

scale and domain



Results



Analysis: low-shot learning

supervised: only labeled examples are used for LM fine-tuning
semi-supervised: all task data is available and can be used to fine-tune the LM
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Comments

Novel techniques for fine-tuning; CV-like idea. 

Various scale of datasets (lengths, class numbers)

Fine-tuning works well and stable for small datasets: low-resource

Only on classification tasks (model), but protentials on other tasks.

Next: better models to improve pre-trained language modeling, 

embeddings? 



Improve the LMs/embeddings...

Recent breakthroughs:

ELMo: Embeddings from Language Models

OpenAI GPT-2: Language Models are Unsupervised Multi-task Learners

BERT: Bidirectional Transformers for Language Understanding

...



Depending on its context...



Each token

L-layer biLM 
computes 2L+1 
representations

k is the k-th token

j is the j-th biLM layer

Features...

http://www.realworldnlpbook.com/blog/improving-sentiment-analyzer-using-elmo.html

http://www.realworldnlpbook.com/blog/improving-sentiment-analyzer-using-elmo.html


BERT and its Variations



BERT: New York Times

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/18/technology/artificial-intelligence-language.html

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/18/technology/artificial-intelligence-language.html


NAACL 2019 Best Paper

Paper Link

https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.04805


LM: LSTMs to Transformers
2017 NIPS



BERT Features...

Bi-directional Transformer seq2seq model

Much stronger encoder and decoder.

Task 1: Masked Language Modeling

Replace words randomly: “my dog is cute” -> “my dog is [MASK]”

Task 2: Next Sentence Prediction (QA, NLI)

Binary classification: (sentence1, sentence2) -> IsNext or NotNext ?



Results for QA as an example



BERT variations
RoBERTa:  improving BERT by the training scale (more data, larger batch 
size), keep the basic BERT main idea

XLNet: improving BERT by changing the task -> Permutation Language 
Modeling, new changes in positional encodings

ALBERT: improving computation efficiency of BERT (a lite BERT) -> share 
parameters across layers; add a task “Sentence Order Prediction”

DistilBERT, DistilGPT2 : reduce the size of a BERT model by 40%

BART: a seq2seq BERT model for Natural Language generation, 
translation, and comprehension

https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.11692
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1906.08237.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.11942
https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.01108
https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.13461


Cross-lingual BERT

XLM: Cross-lingual Language Model Pretraining (Facebook) 

mBERT: multi-lingual BERT 

mBART: Multilingual Denoising Pre-training for Neural Machine Translation (Facebook)  

XLM-RoBERTa: multi-lingual RoBERTa

...

More in https://github.com/huggingface/transformers (Model architectures)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.07291
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2001.08210.pdf?fbclid=IwAR2X0L8AU5IUZfKnLwTDOMX-s8Y5RGCrtPDS7T1V20owA44_yngcipNNCxk
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers


Understanding BERT



BERTology: paper 40 analysis studies

Motivation: why? Less cognitive motivation

What knowledge does BERT have?

fill-in-the-gap probes of BERT’s MLM, 

analysis of self-attention weights,

probing classifiers using different BERT representations as inputs.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2002.12327.pdf


BERT embeddings

Syntactic Knowledge
BERT representations are hierarchical rather than linear: syntactic tree 
structure 
encode information about parts of speech, syntactic chunks and roles
syntactic structure can be extracted indirectly: Hewitt and Manning (2019)

Semantic Knowledge 
encodes information about entity types, relations, semantic roles, and 
proto-roles;
 struggles with representations of numbers; 



Localizing linguistic knowledge

Syntactic information is the most prominent in the middle BERT layers (8-9)

subject-verb agreement

Final layers are the most task-specific;

Semantics is spread across the entire model of all layers

.. all token level, what about sentences and paragraphs?



A Structural Probe for Finding Syntax in Word Representations

We’ll present a method for finding tree structures in these vector spaces, and 
show the surprising extent to which ELMo and BERT encode human-like parse 
trees. 

They showed evidence that entire syntax trees are embedded implicitly in deep 
models’ vector geometry.

An example: The chef who ran to the store was out of food.

https://nlp.stanford.edu/pubs/hewitt2019structural.pdf


A Structural Probe for Finding Syntax in Word Representations 
post
Find a linear mapping, connect to the 
closest word..approximates the human 
parse tree! → structural hypothesis

equivalently, it is finding the distance
on the original space that best fits the tree 
metrics

https://nlp.stanford.edu/pubs/hewitt2019structural.pdf
https://nlp.stanford.edu/~johnhew/structural-probe.html


The structural probe
Intuition: vector spaces and graphs both have 
natural distance metrics.

Path metric: how many steps…

What about…vector distances!



Properties

Distance: symmetric (A-B) vs (B-A)

Implies proximity not a word is governed by another. 

Tree Depth: directions of the edges in a parse tree is determined by the 
depth of words in the parse tree

The number of edges in the parse tree between and the root and wi



Experiments

Models: ELMo[dim 1024];

Bert-base (cased) [dim 768];

and Bert-large (cased) [dim 1024]

Data: Stanford Dependencies formalism in English and Penn Treebank (training)

Baselines are non-contextualized embeddings, linear, etc. (Board)



Evaluation
Tree distance evaluation: look at all word pairs

Compare minimum spanning tree of the test sentence parse trees.
UUAS: undirected unlabeled attachment score->the percent of 

undirected edges placed correctly—against the gold tree.
Spearman distance: a squared Euclidean distance; sentence lengths 

5–50
Tree depth evaluation: order of words specified by their depth.

Also looked at the root node.



Results



Conclusion and Takeaway

Syntactic information is the most prominent in the middle BERT layers (8-9)

subject-verb agreement

In contextualized embeddings, there are richer information: shows a global 
structural property. 

Why only uses a single linear transformation? Because the space is dense and 
rich. 

Map entities into the high-dimension space, reconstruct based on L2 distance. 
May be useful for testing the existence of different types of graph structures. 
Entity linking, what else? 



Knowledge Distillation:
Reducing BERT



Knowledge Distillation
Use a function to approximate the current model!

BERT
(teacher)

funtion f
(student)

Data

y_b

y_f



DistillBERT by Hugging Face (post)
Reducing the size:

Quantization: approximating the weights of a network with a smaller precision
Weights pruning: removing some connections in the network
Distillation: compress a large model (teacher) to a smaller model (student)

Transferring generalization capabilities：
Prevents the model to be too sure about its prediction; 
Dark knowledge: long tail labels

How to solve? One-hot encoding for gold labels changed to cross-entropy, (right) 
softmax-temperature

Training loss: distillation loss (KL loss between model parameters) and the 
masked language modeling loss.
Results: Half size of BERT; 95% peformance!

https://medium.com/huggingface/distilbert-8cf3380435b5


Electronic health records:
Transfer learning in real world



Quick survey: transfer learning + EHR
RNN, LSTM research on time-series data:  [We don’t want to work on this for now]

- structured data (mainly), predict events, death, etc. 
- pre-training, fine-tuning to transfer

With Text data for use cases:

- Various apps/use cases: Adverse Event Reporting (NER), event 
prediction/recognition, Mortality Prediction,etc.

- Deep-based methods: CNNs, RNNs, BERT, word embeddings. 
- Adapting a model to a local setting for personalized data.

Related to Text data:

- Embedding learning: ICD-9 code, patients, etc.



Use case: Using EHR Clinical Notes to Predict Death
Data source could be MIMIC-III.

We can apply better models using transfer learning. Heart failure/mortality prediction?



References
Transfer Learning for Biomedical Named Entity Recognition with BioBERT

- Data: https://github.com/AnthiS/MasterThesis_DS/tree/master/biobert_ner
- Relevant paper: BioBERT

Transfer Learning for Named-Entity Recognition with Neural Networks
- MIMIC and i2b2 datasets.
- Code: https://github.com/Franck-Dernoncourt/NeuroNER

- Study the impact of transfer learning (transfer a model trained on a large dataset to a small one)

Using Transfer Learning for Improved Mortality Prediction in a Data-Scarce Hospital Setting
- MIMIC data, structured data, decision tree
- Can we apply same pipeline but using text data?

Recent review:
- Deep Learning for Electronic Health Records Analytics

http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-2451/paper-26.pdf
https://github.com/AnthiS/MasterThesis_DS/tree/master/biobert_ner
https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.08746
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/L18-1708
https://github.com/Franck-Dernoncourt/NeuroNER
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5470861/
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/8760225


Wrapup: we have covered...

Transfer Learning with word embeddings

Pre-BERT times

BERT golden time

Understanding, reducing BERT

Transfer Learning in real world



Transfer Learning works in graph-structured data: 

Are there any?

Recent efforts:

General domain datasets: in ‘domains’-> ‘News’ vs ‘Tweets’; ‘General’ vs 
‘Medical’, etc

Muli-language datasets: large on scale and languages! 

A single normal GPU is very hard to handle them!

BERT-based Models: are the improvements brought by BERT? 

Discussion



THANKS!
Q&A

ireneli.eu

https://ireneli.eu/

